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:foreword

This user manual, for working with the EPOCH Passage Aviation's Dispatch and
Economy  System,  represents  the  culmination  of  not  only  the  months-long
development phase of the entire EPA sub-VA but also the aggregation of past
lessons learned with EPOCH Alaska's  Scheduled Service system and newly
developed automation within the Economy Model's master spreadsheet engine.

It is our hope that you, the Registered Pilot of EPOCH, will  find this a much
easier process to not only understand but also to fly, report on and get paid for.
Much of the EAA's system, which involves very detailed reports that take an
inordinate amount of time to complete, has informed this new methodology by
not only streamlining the reporting but also by reducing those data fields that
carried little overall relevance to the pilot but were used internally to develop an
understanding of what we really need to have this format be successful. This, as
opposed to following so many other Virtual Airlines by attaching ourselves to
existing economy systems that were not designed for the type of flying we do in
the EPOCH Alaska Air VA and now in the Epoch Passage Aviation sub-VA.

Please enjoy the whole package, either in Easy Mode or Experience Mode and
our test  of  how well  we have done this time shall  surely be reflected in the
number of Pilot Reports submitted – an almost instant feedback that measures
the overall success of this venture.

Ultimately, our Forum has a 'sticky'  thread called “EPA Dispatch Feedback &
Issues” where we hope you will take the time to let us know, good or bad, how
well this process works for you and what improvements you would like to see in
future iterations of any aspect of the EPA.

On behalf  of  MarvH,  the V.P.  Operations in  the EPA and bc,  the C.O.O.  of
EPOCH, we wish you great success with your revenue flights and hope you
enjoy all that this part of the Inside Passage of British Columbia, Canada has to
offer in our favourite flight simulator, X-Plane.

We would also like to tip our hats to each and every member of uX-Pa/EPOCH
that took the time and energy to assist with various aspects of this adventure,
from graphic arts through to the creation of assets for the custom scenery. A
great team effort and we hope that this new dispatching system lives up to the
quality already present in the scenery offering.

Keep your float hatches tight!
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:introduction

from the uX-Pa Forum Topic for EPA...
“We have purchased a Part 135 small carrier to extend our business and break into a new area. It has
been sitting dormant, on the books only, for quite a while and we have renamed it from QCA Holding.”

Unlike a Regional, National or International Airline, EPOCH Passage Aviation is
registered and legal to fly only air taxi, regional contract and contract commuter
flights with no scheduled service allowed. Without a scheduled flight day, this
means that pilots await a “call” from the company Dispatcher, directing them to
depart their “standby” locations and service the flight request.

Flight requests, in our simulated environment, come from a master list of hand-
built and tested “Dispatches”. Our “Dispatcher” is a random number generator
(using a true number randomizer, compliments of www.random.org) that takes a
minimum and maximum integer (provided to you on the Dispatch Page) and
generates a number to be compared to the Dispatch Master List.

The  pilot  then  picks  an  aircraft  from  the  fleet  that  will  best  do  the  job  as
efficiently and safely as possible. All aircraft are based at CEPM Port McNeill, so
the first flights of the day shall always leave from there. How the pilot goes about
flying  the  dispatch  and  further  dispatches  during  their  “Dispatch-Day”  will
depend upon what level of realism/immersion they wish to participate in.

In “Easy” mode, the pilot may depart from the spot where the Dispatch leaves
from or Port McNeill and then fly the Dispatch, leaving the aircraft at the finish
location or returning it to Port McNeill. If they generate another Dispatch, they
may repeat the above. In “Experience” mode, the pilot flies from Port McNeill on
the first Dispatch and then subsequent Dispatches are done from their last finish
location, which often includes “Deadheading” with no passengers or cargo to the
next Dispatch.

At the end of a Dispatch flight, the pilot fills in a simple Pilot Report and submits
it.  This  ensures  that  the  flight  is  recorded  in  the  Economy System back  at
EPOCH HQ and the pilot gets paid on payday. This also allows for the automatic
calculations that determine the costs and profitability of EPA.

The  uX-Pa  Forum  Topic,  EPOCH  Passage  Aviation,  contains  much  of  the
development history and discussions about the VA for further reading and is also
the place where EPA Pilots can continue to discuss,  receive help and share
stories and screencaps of their adventures as pilots of this new Air Taxi Service!

http://www.random.org/


:lexicon of terms

Continuity
Used in relation to a Dispatch-Day, this is a function of the pilot in Experience mode wishing
to  generate  a  new Dispatch  from within  the  EPA after  completion  of  an  initial  Dispatch,
working much like the real world where a pilot goes from one job directly to the next.

DeadHead(ing)
The act of flying to, from or between Dispatch jobs with no passengers or cargo on board, just
the needed crew. This can either be simulated or actually flown by the pilot depending upon
their  preference. The Economy values for the pilot  and the company are calculated even
when not flown.

Dispatch
This is a record containing fields pertaining to a flight that the pilot has requested. From, To,
Cargo Type & Weight as well as Passengers are included.

Dispatcher
This  is  a  random number  generator  that,  when  given  the  Minimum and  Maximum seed
numbers will generate a Result. This result is the Dispatch Number that will be used by the
pilot when matching up with the Dispatch.

Dispatch-Day
One simulator session – one complete flight interaction with one or more Dispatches in the
EPA Experience.

Dispatch Master List
An ever-evolving list of Dispatches available to the pilot in the EPA Portal.

Dispatch Number (Dis.#)
The 4  digit  number  that  defines a Dispatch  in  the  Dispatch Master  List.  The 1 st number
denotes the region (of which there is only 1 – Johnstone – in the first iteration of EPA). The 2nd

number denotes the Sector  (and can be referenced to  the Sector Map and Sector  Seed
Table) within the Region. The last 2 numbers allow for 100 dispatches per sector.

Easy mode
A method of flying and reporting that allows the pilot a straight-forward dispatch flight from
one location to the next with no consideration for original or finishing position of the aircraft
used.

EasySeed
Encompasses all  Dispatches in  the  Dispatch  Master  List,  beginning  at  0000  and  ending
ultimately  at  the  last  number  in  the  list  (which  is  0906  in  the  first  iteration  of  the  EPA
Experience).



EPA Sector
The EPOCH Passage Aviation Area of Operations is segmented into 9 sectors, named after
the corresponding location on a compass and considering Port  McNeill,  the EPA HQ, as
centre.  Each  sector  has  a  related  number,  for  example  the  NorthEast  is  designated  as
number 2). This sector number is used when seeding the Dispatcher for Experience mode
flying and reporting, to ensure that the pilot receives jobs within the sector in which they are
located if desired.

Experience mode
This is the reference for when a pilot chooses to continue flying past one Dispatch and utilizes
real and not simulated deadheading to either get to the next Dispatch or return to Port McNeil
for another aircraft with which a new Dispatch will be flown. For a single Dispatch Flight, this
mode indicates that all deadheading was done for real - not simulated (left for the engine to
calculate).

ExperienceSeed
Encompasses all Dispatches within a defined sector. If the sector is “2”, then the Min and Max
seeds will have a “02” preceding the last 2 digits of the Dispatch number. The Experience
Seeds can be found in the Sector Seed Table.

POH/PIM
Pilot's Operating Handbook. Pilot's Information Manual. The 'bible' for the craft.

PRF
Pilot Report Form. The link between dispatch flying and the Economy system.

Registered EPOCH Pilot
Mandatory to participate in Economy. How to become one:
1st ->  http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/faq/#anchor-1-1
2nd -> http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/faq/#anchor-1-2

Sector Lookup (Seed) Table
The table located in the AutoDispatcher Page for Experience mode pilots.

Sector Map
The map located on the AutoDispatcher Page for Experience mode pilots.

Standby Location
The last location a pilot finds themselves at after one dispatch – usually the start location of a
deadhead to the beginning of a new Dispatch in Experience mode.

Useful Load
As previously defined in EPOCH Alaska Air's Fleet information, this is the weight that an
aircraft can manage as cargo and passengers  after the weight of the pilot (not other crew)
and 1 hour of fuel has been subtracted. Thus a useful load of 400# in a Cessna would be
available after 180# of pilot and about 68# fuel.

http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/faq/#anchor-1-2
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/faq/#anchor-1-1


:the dispatch process

Once you have decided to participate in a flight for the EPA, the next step will be
receiving a Dispatch from the Dispatcher. You can do this whether or not you
wish to formally report the flight at the end of it, making this a fun way for even
those who are not Registered EPOCH Pilots to have a mission to fly that they
didn't have to dream up on their own.

There are 3 steps to the Dispatch Process. Generate, Compare and Note.

Illustration 1: Generate

Illustration 2: Compare

Illustration 3: Note



Using the Auto Dispatcher
First  of  all,  you  must  “seed”  the  random  number  generator  with  either  an
“EasySeed”  or  an  “ExperienceSeed”  by providing  a  minimum and maximum
number in the clearly defined text box of the Dispatcher. Then you must click on
“Generate” to have a number appear in the output box of the Dispatcher.

Selecting the Dispatch
Now a simple comparison of the number generated with the Dispatch Master
List must be done to find the flight that you will  be performing. If  there is no
corresponding number, then you must repeat the number generation phase by
continuing  to  click  on  the  “Generate”  button  until  a  number  appears  that  is
compatible with the Dispatch Master List.

Sector Dispatching in Experience Mode
The seed numbers are provided for you beside the Dispatcher and will change
every time there is an update/additions to the Dispatch Master List.  In Easy
mode, the seeds start at 0000 (the Min number) and encompass the entire list.
In  the  case  of  the  first  EPA Master  Dispatch  List,  this  means that  the  Max
number  is  0906.  Experience  mode  uses  this  as  well  if  starting  off  for  the
Dispatch-Day.

However, an Experience mode pilot will need to generate a new Dispatch from
the location of their last 'drop' and may wish to continue to work in the same
“EPA Sector” that they are currently in or even another specific sector as they
work their way back towards Port McNeill to complete their “Dispatch-Day”.

In  this  case,  the  Experience  mode  pilot  would  use  seed  numbers  for  the
Dispatcher relating only to the specific sector they wish to receive a Dispatch for.
The  Sector  Map,  co-located  with  the  Dispatcher,  would  be  consulted  to
determine the sector that the pilot is currently in and the Sector Lookup Table
will provide the 2nd number of the 4 number series for the seed (see example in
Flying/Reporting the Dispatch – Experience Mode).

of note
Flying in Experience mode is not meant to be restrictive but rather to open up
the ability to fly more than one single Dispatch during a single sim session and
be able to accurately reflect a pilot's flying. This means that a hop from one
location to another, having dropped something off at the last and then flown to
the new, can be accurately reported and the pilot paid for the trip properly while
ensuring that the company can record costs accurately.



:aircraft selection

As an integral part of immersing the pilot in the simulation, a determination must
be made after a Dispatch has been generated as to what aircraft is best chosen
to make the flight, from the “Official EPA Fleet”. While important even for Easy
mode pilots, it takes on much greater significance for those flying in Experience
mode, as costs can add up to the point where the profitability of the flight is in
jeopardy.

Picking the 'right' aircraft, based on load, flight conditions, pilot capability and
even urgency requires an understanding of the performance and specifications
of each of the airframes, including minimum legal crew, range and even such
items as crosswind abilities. This section of the manual covers much, but each
pilot  should  study the  POH/PIM of  each  of  the  craft  in  the  fleet  to  be  well
prepared to fly professionally and safely with EPA.

Specifications & Economy Considerations
The EPA Pilot  is  provided a  list  of  standard specifications (herein)  for  each
aircraft as well as enough financial information to quickly make a judgment call
as to the 'perfect' aircraft for any given mission. Primarily, the operating costs for
the craft (which includes percentages for operations, staff etc.) and the fee that
EPOCH charges per pound per nautical mile are given, allowing one to quickly
determine if the trip can be profitable.

There are however a number of other variables that must be kept in mind as the
pilot chooses the appropriate aircraft. These include:

1. All craft are based in Port McNeill, except the one the pilot is flying.
2. Passengers and crew weigh a standard 180 pounds.
3. Amphibian vs. Float for hard runways.
4. Pilot qualifications & endorsements.

...and even
5. Hourly rate of pilot pay for the chosen aircraft.

Example
2 passengers and 400# of cargo is the dispatch, with a distance of 100 nm. The
Cessna carries a useful load of 665 pounds and the needed capacity is 2 pax at
180# each + 400# = 760 lbs. Would have billed the trip at 760# x 100nm X .010
= $760 against a cost of $1.49 x 100 nm. + $40 for the pilot for a profit of $571.
But we need a bigger aircraft, so the Norseman is the next one for efficiency
with this load. That works out to revenue of $1,216 and cost of $616 for a $600
profit. So you can see that the choice is very important to EPOCH.



The Fleet
There are currently 4 fixed wing aircraft (the PBY Catalina Canso, the Grumman
Goose G21, the Noorduyn Norseman and the Cessna 172N), 1(2) helicopters
(the Bell 412 with the UH-1 as a substitute for those who wish a Version 9.7
equivalent) and 1 boat (the Riva Aquarama). Another fixed wing, the deHavilland
Beaver, is included here but will not be joining the fleet until the end of 03/16.

Here are the craft pictures along with the needed specifications for use in EPA.







:flying/reporting the dispatch

Rule Set
There are very few rules as such associated with flying as a Registered Pilot in
the EPA, but those that exist are very necessary and keep the experience fun
and useful  while  providing for  various processes needed in  the background.
These rules and 'assumptions' include:

a. All aircraft begin a Dispatch or Dispatch-Day at CEPM, Port McNeill.
This means that distances and costs are calculated automatically if 
the pilot flies a Dispatch from a different start location and changed 
the start location dropbox entry field in the PRF. This avoids actual 
deadheading for the Easy mode.

b. Every new Dispatch generated and flown requires a new PRF entry.
c. If the Dispatch does not conform to an actual facility with an ICAO 

code as found in the dropboxes on the PRF, then the closest ICAO 
will be the one used when reporting the flight. This may be 
ascertained by examining one of the EPA Maps available in the EPA 
Portal on the website.

d. The Deadhead Selector on the PRF is to be changed to Actual from 
its default position of Simulated only if the pilot has actually flown to 
position or re-position themselves for the first or subsequent 
Dispatches in their Dispatch-Day.

e. The “I Finished At” dropbox on the PRF may be selected with the 
ICAO code that represents the actual finishing position, no matter 
where it is located. The 'system' will automatically bring the aircraft 
back to Port McNeill if the pilot didn't. If not 'filled in' then the 'system'
will calculate the trip based on the Dispatch number.

Easy Mode
At its easiest, an EPOCH Passage Aviation Pilot need only to...

1. Navigate to the EPA Portal at www.unex-planedapps.com
2. Open the Master Dispatch List in separate tab or window.
3. Open the AutoDispatcher in separate tab or window.
4. The Pilot Report Form is in the same tab or window as #3.
5. Seed the AutoDispatcher and press the Generate button.
6. Find the Dispatch number in the Master Dispatch List.
7. Repeat #5 (Generate only) & #6 if no corresponding entry is located.
8. Enter the Dispatch number in the Pilot Report Form.
9. Enter your chosen Aircraft in the Pilot Report Form.

Now fly the Dispatch Flight. When finished...
1. Enter your Forum Name in the Pilot Report Form.
2. Click Submit Report button on the Pilot Report Form.

http://www.unex-planedapps.com/


Sample
So we start with MarvH using the AutoDispatcher. Since he is going to fly in
Easy mode for this flight, he will seed the randomizer based on the numbers
presented on the page which in the case of the first list of Dispatches means
that the minimum number is “0000” and the maximum number is “0906”. The
randomizer dumps leading zeros,  so he will  have to remember to add them
when he uses the PRF, or Pilot Reporting Form.

His Dispatch, according to the 'Result' of the AutoDispatcher is “0400”. Let's look
this up in the Master Dispatch List on the opened tab in the browser.

So this flight then departs from Gilford Village and takes 3 passengers with their
75 pounds of luggage and an additional 700 pounds of cargo (First Nation's
Goods) to Alert Bay. If we look at the Distance Chart (found on the page from
the EPA Portal  called “The Maps of  EPA”)  we can see that  the flight  is  17
nautical miles.



So now he will pick his aircraft before he puts information into the PRF which is
located just below the AutoDispatcher. Too much for the Cessna and not enough
for the Goose, so MarvH picks the Norseman. Quick number crunching in his
head tells him that the revenue should be somewhere around $350, given about
1,300 total pounds over 17 miles at a bit better than a penny and a half per mile.
He also ponders the cost quickly, knowing that the Norseman will cover the 17
nm. in about 10 minutes flying time giving a rough cost estimate of $110. Looks
pretty good... the Norseman it is!

Just before the flight begins, MarvH needs to fill in what details he has in his
Pilot Report Form.

The picture of the completed form follows in a moment. It is important to note
here that MarvH wants to fly in Easy mode. That means start at Gilford Village
and haul the load to Alert Bay and that's the end of his Dispatch.

But we have a rule that all aircraft are available, and start from, Port McNeill. So
what would the trip look like with the rule being enforced? Well, MarvH would
depart  Port  McNeill  empty  and  fly  to  Gilford  Village.  He  would  pick  up  his
passengers and cargo and then depart for Alert Bay, where he would unload.
Then he would fly back to Port McNeill. What has just been described in this
paragraph is considered part of the Experience mode of simulation, not the Easy
Mode. Note that, if you calculate it for profit, the trip with all of the deadheading
actually ends up turning only about $100 profit, which is still a good trip.

For the Easy mode pilot, rest assured that the system will automatically fill in the
deadhead parts of the trip behind the scenes, so the company has accurate
books although MarvH will only get paid for what he actually flies.



Here is the completed Pilot Report Form, ready to be submitted for Easy Mode.

Because  this  is  Easy  mode,  the  DeadHead  Selector,  which  defaults  to
“Simulated” remains on that radio button. In fact, since all aircraft depart from
Port McNeill on a 'first' trip, if the button was switched to “Actual” then it would
have to mean that MarvH was on a second or later Dispatch, as his earlier one
must have reflected the flight out from Port McNeill. The automatic system will
catch any logic errors and delete the entry in the Economy system, so if you
want to be sure to get paid for a Dispatch you must ensure that you only use the
DeadHead Selector to report only what type of flight you did.

If Easy, and you started and actually flew from Gilford Village to Alert Bay, then
you must leave the button as Simulated, but if  this was another part of your
“Dispatch-Day” in Experience mode then you must have deadheaded to Gilford
from your last Dispatch finish if the DeadHead Selector is placed on “Actual”.

Lastly, in Easy mode, you can also decide that you would like to do part of the
hop in Easy but deadhead a bit as well. Rather than an either/or situation, let's



say that MarvH decided that he wanted to deadhead to Gilford Village from the
aircraft's initial location at Port McNeill but then call it a day when he arrives at
Alert  Bay.  No  problem,  that  can  be  done  easily  on  the  one  reporting  form,
knowing that the 'system' will replace the craft at Port McNeill for the next pilot or
Dispatch and charge the company appropriately for  the relocation from Alert
Bay. Here's what that PRF would look like...

Because the flight ended at Alert Bay, and was reported as such, the system
automatically picks this up when processing the data for the Economy model
and will assign the deadhead as a cost tagged onto this particular flight. MarvH
will  not get  any money for the craft  being returned to Port  McNeill,  but then
again, he didn't want to finish the flight in this case so he opted to allow the
system to do its work.

Because of the way the PRF was designed, the pilot need not worry about any
of the behind-the-scenes details as long as s/he ensures that they report the
bare minimum of details at the least. They key information is in the Dispatch
number and the CEPM rule – all else falls into place.



Experience Mode
The simplest  way perhaps to describe the differences between the two EPA
simulation modes would be to state that Easy mode is like a 'Mission' whereas
Experience  mode  is  like  a  'Campaign'.  Thus  the  latter  has  one  or  more
'missions'  associated with it  during the same simulator session. Our term for
'Campaign'  is  actually  'Dispatch-Day',  where  the  pilot  flies  Dispatches  and
Deadheads between them for  an entire 'day'  (the desired length of their  sim
session with the EPA subVA).

An Experience mode pilot need only remember to fly like one would in the real
world. There is nobody available to take your plane to the next Dispatch nor
anyone who wants to ensure that the craft makes it back to Port McNeill at the
end of the work day. So the Experience pilot does all the flying but no more
paperwork than the Easy pilot has to do.

Even Experience mode is a breeze. An EPOCH Passage Aviation Pilot, wishing
to simulate a full flight or series of flights need only to...

1. Navigate to the EPA Portal at www.unex-planedapps.com
2. Open the Master Dispatch List in separate tab or window.
3. Open the AutoDispatcher in separate tab or window.
4. The Pilot Report Form is in the same tab or window as #3.
5. Seed the AutoDispatcher and press the Generate button.

If this is a second or subsequent Dispatch, then the pilot may choose the
sector that he wishes to service and would consult the EPA Sector Map
and  Experience  Seed  Table  in  the  same page on  the  website  for  the
minimum and maximum seed values for the AutoDispatcher to use.

6. Find the Dispatch number in the Master Dispatch List.
7. Repeat #5 (Generate only) and #6 if no corresponding entry is located.
8. Enter the Dispatch number in the Pilot Report Form.
9. Enter your chosen Aircraft in the Pilot Report Form.

Now fly the Dispatch Flight. When finished...
1. Enter your Forum Name in the Pilot Report Form.
2. Select the ICAO for both Start and Finish for your completed trip.
3. Be sure to click the DeadHead Selector to “Actual”

Note: Even if you decided not to deadhead back to Port McNeill and
yet have the selector on Actual, the system will 'finish' the trip for you
although,  like  in  Easy  Mode,  you  won't  get  paid  for  the  final
deadhead into CEPM.

4. Click Submit Report button on the Pilot Report Form.

http://www.unex-planedapps.com/


Sample
In our last example for Easy mode, we had MarvH flying Dispatch #0400 from
Gilford Village to Alert Bay. There, he started right at CEGV and ended his trip at
CEAB, avoiding flying any of the Deadhead miles.

In Experience mode however, he would fly all of the miles. Here's what his PRF
would look like at the conclusion of that very same flight but under Experience
mode flight rules...

So he flew empty (Deadheaded) from Port McNeill (where all craft begin their
day) to Gilford Village. Then he picked up his Dispatch and flew it to Alert Bay.
After unloading, he finished off by returning to Port McNeill.

This is one example of Experience mode flying, using a single Dispatch. But
what  happens if  MarvH decides,  after  unloading at  CEAB Alert  Bay,  that  he
wants to pick up another Dispatch? That's what we shall explore now.



First of all, MarvH decides that he would like to pick up a Dispatch in the Sector
that he is currently in, which is the South, or Sector 7. This means that he will
seed the AutoDispatcher with 0700 (shows as 700 in the randomizer) as a “Min”
and 0799 (shows as 799 in the randomizer) as a “Max”, as he can see in the
Experience Seed Table found on the same page.

The randomizer  generates  the  number  712,  thus  his  new Dispatch  Number
(Dis.#) is “0712”.

He now compares that to the Master Dispatch List...

Well, he just returned to Port McNeill, which makes for a great second Dispatch
that should be a money-maker, as he will  not have to Deadhead to the next
Dispatch at all.

He ties up the Norseman to the dock and heads to the office on the pier.

Next  decision:  What  aircraft  should  be  taken  to  accommodate  this  new
Dispatch. There are only 2 passengers with a total of 50 pounds of gear, making
the choice very easy.



But MarvH takes just a moment to ensure that the Cessna 172N is the best craft
for the trip from a financial point of view. He heads over to the Fleet Page on the
website (or looks in this manual) and makes a fast mental comparison between
taking the passengers via Cessna or with the Water Taxi in the Aquarama.

The trip  is  16 nautical  miles when he consults  the Distance Charts.  For  the
Cessna with 410 paying pounds aboard, the revenue generated equals 410 x 16
nm at a cent a pound, or about $65. In the Riva Aquarama, that would be about
$125 at 1.9 cents a pound. He takes a glance at costs. The Cessna costs about
$24 to operate and about $15 in his pocket for a total of around $39. The Riva
costs about $112 to operate and his pay, for the almost hour long trip, would be
about $18 for a total of $130.

So... decision made. The Cessna will net the company $26 and the Riva would
lose about $5, so he shall take to wings yet again.

MarvH flies the 2 passengers to Port Hardy and then decides that he has had
enough flying for this simulator session. Now since he is an Experience pilot, at
least this time around, he ought to fly the Cessna back to Port McNeill, but even
if he doesn't, the system will calculate costs back anyhow. MarvH likes making
money though, so he takes the last 15 minutes and gets the SkyHawk back.

Notice the overall profitability of the Dispatch though, as the aircraft has to return
'home' at the end of the day. The $26 that the Cessna made on Dispatch #0712
has been reduced due to the deadhead. The return flight plus MarvH's hourly
pay comes up to $39 again which means that EPOCH ultimately ends up with a
net loss of $13. It is a marginal business, and this surely reflects it! Let's hope
the next flight has a more profitable outcome, but to keep our charter, we must
fly all Dispatches and turn no customers away.

MarvH finishes off his Experience sim session by completing and submitting his
Pilot Report Form which would be exactly like the one showing at the start of
this Sample with the exception of the Aircraft and Dispatch Number fields would
reflect the just-ended flight.

of note
It may appear that the company will always profit if the pilot selects craft that
cost the customer dearly but provide a good rate of return. If the craft is not
suitable however (too little pax/cargo etc.) the EPA automatics in the analysis
mode  of  the  Master  Database  will  recognize  this  and  start  insisting  on  the
lowering of the Fees Rate for that aircraft. As one can imagine, this will erode
the profitability of using that aircraft to the point where Dispatches may not be
able to be flown – the company could actually end up bankrupt.



:behind the scenes

While most of what goes on in the background with the merging of a Dispatch
and the EPOCH Economy system has been intimated within the body of the
descriptive text in this manual, a quick point-form glance at the process can be
helpful in realizing how it all ties together. Here's what happens...

1. Pilot submits a PRF
2. Data from this populates the fields of a .csv database flatfile with

each PRF as a separate record.
3. On  'PayDay',  the  flatfile  is  referenced  by  a  special  sheet  in  the

EPOCH  Economy engine  –  a  spreadsheet  master  template  with
formulae  and  macros  that  aggregates  data  and  performs
calculations necessary to feed the individual pilot's financial sheets
as well as the EPOCH company 'books'.
1. Forum Name is  compared and the following data then applies

only to that pilot record.
2. Dispatch Number  references a master  dispatch financial  sheet

which contains the costs and revenue for each dispatch against
each craft in the fleet.

3. Aircraft  Used  then  links  the  precise  cost  and  revenue  for  the
Dispatch and this then populates the subledgers for the pilot and
the company.

4. Start and Finish locations are actually rather complex, in that the
actual dispatch must be subtracted from the other distances for
the deadheading involved. All deadheading then pulls a ratio from
the actual dispatch cost and applies it to the grand cost subtotal.

5. The  DeadHead  selector  if  “True”  (or  Actual)  then  applies  the
actual distance/pay-per-hour/craft to the pilot's pay for the overall
dispatch.  If  “False”  (or  Simulated)  the  ratio  is  applied  to  the
company costs with no adjustment to pilot pay.

4. All accrued values for the company and pilot are then 'pushed' into
the Master Economy flatfiles for further dissemination to the pilots
through various reporting formats.

So, much of the process is automated with the exception of reporting in the
website, which continues with the tradition of screencaps from sorted flat files,
organized in various ways that reflect the report type.

This is always a work in progress and we make no claim of error-free reporting
other than to say we do our best and will respond with corrections when and if
they are needed in a timely fashion.



:future considerations

Mapping  for  EPOCH  Passage  Aviation's  future  is  already  underway  with
branches built to allow for change management should the need or desire occur
to modify the overall structure of the dispatching model or architecture of the
entire Experience itself. These plans for the future include:

Area of Operations
Phase Two is already in the 'pick' stage, where locations in the current area of
operations are to be added as well as the area being expanded, mostly inland
into the northern areas of Vancouver Island, down the Passage on the east side
of the Island and further north towards Bella Coola. This phase will also make
necessary adjustments to facilities in Phase One that have some issues.

Phase  Three,  in  its  preliminary  draft  for  area  and  activity,  brings  EPOCH
Passage Aviation to the very top of its original service area when, 60 years ago,
it was Queen Charlotte Airlines. This means that Prince Rupert and the Queen
Charlotte's  will  be  serviced  as  well  as  select  points  along  the  way  on  the
mainland on or near the coast.

Type of Flight Service
Phase  Two  shall  see  EPA continue  with  ever-expanding  dispatch-type  taxi
services  and  contract  routes  released  as  well  as  introducing  a  few  select
commuter scheduled routes to the flight offerings. Phase Three will continue as
shown in Phases One and Two, but will  also introduce a few select regional
scheduled routes.

Each of the Phases will incorporate a very select few additional aircraft into the
fleet, in many ways matching the growth of the original QCA and its successor
airline, Pacific Western.

Dispatching/Skedding, Economy & Reporting
Ultimately, as the Economy Engine continues to mature, the Dispatch process
proves itself and/or gets modified and EPOCH Alaska Air's Scheduled Services
are re-worked, it is our goal to change the reporting methods for EPOCH pilots.

The end result is planned to be a complete standalone application package that
members would download and use offline and on their own. Skeds, dispatches
and the likes would all be mastered with a serial number, and that would be the
only submission to uX-Pa. A serial number would be sent in return that would
contain the needed information to populate the pilot's entire financial picture,
available at any time right on their own desktop and shareable by them.



:afterword

New  dispatches  will  be  available  fairly  regularly,  so  keep  an  eye  for
announcements on the News Page and EPOCH Forums at uX-Pa.

Help is also always available at the Forum and we all love to share your fun, so
be sure to drop a line once in a while with a flight anecdote or two and some
screen captures that catch your eye.

Best wishes for safe and enjoyable flights in our section of the Inside Passage!

bc

:links

uX-Pa: http://www.unex-planedapps.com/

The EPOCH Passage Aviation Portal:
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/epa-portal

EPOCH Passage Aviation Forum Topic:
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/show/15274532-epoch-passage-
aviation

Aircraft links for freeware and payware as well as POH/PIMs and Liveries:
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/show/14438745-epoch-aircraft-
locator-links

Economy Reports:
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/economy-sked-reports

http://www.unex-planedapps.com/economy-sked-reports
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/show/14438745-epoch-aircraft-locator-links
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/show/14438745-epoch-aircraft-locator-links
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/show/15274532-epoch-passage-aviation
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/apps/forums/show/15274532-epoch-passage-aviation
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/epa-portal
http://www.unex-planedapps.com/

